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How to Read Chinese Poetry Podcast
Topic 9 Recent-Style Poetry: Pentasyllabic Regulated Verse
Host: Zong-qi Cai (Lingnan University; University of Illinois)

Episode 26 Dancing with Shackled Feet: Art of Recent-Style Poetry
I. Text
Spring Scene 春望
The country is broken, but mountains and rivers remain,
The city enters spring, grass and trees have grown thick.

guó pò shān hé zài

國破 山 河在
chéng chūn căo mù shēn

城 春 草木 深

găn shí huā jiàn lèi

Feeling the time, flowers shed tears,

感時花 濺淚

Hating separation, a bird startles the heart.

hèn bié niăo jīng xīn

恨別 鳥 驚 心
fēng huŏ lián sān yuè

Beacon fires span over three months,

烽 火連三月

A family letter equals ten thousand taels of gold
My white hairs, as I scratch them, grow more sparse,
Simply becoming unable to hold hairpins.

jiā shū dĭ wàn jīn

家書抵 萬 金
bái tóu sāo gèng duăn

白頭搔 更 短

hùn yù bú shèng zān

渾欲不 勝 簪

[Translated by Zong-qi Cai]
The poem read in Mandarin by Zhao Wenxuan

II. Episode Notes
Quan Tang shi 全唐詩 (The Complete Shi Poetry of the Tang)
jintishi 近體詩 (recent-style poetry)
guti 古體 (ancient style)
lüshi 律詩 (regulated verse)
pailü 排律 (extended regulated verse)
shizi 實字 (content word)
xuzi 虛字 (function)
duilian 對聯 (parallel couplet)
qi 起 (to begin, to arise), cheng 承 (to continue, to elaborate), zhuan 轉 (to make a
turn), he 合 (to conclude, to enclose)
• xunhuan wangfu 循環往復 (moving in a cycle, going and returning)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

III. Textual Source
Zong-qi Cai. “Recent-Style Shi Poetry: Pentasyllabic Regulated Verse (Wuyan Lüshi).” In How
to Read Chinese Poetry: A Guided Anthology, ed. Zong-qi Cai. New York: Columbia University
Press, 2008, pp. 161-180, especially 161-169.
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Episode 27 Du Fu: the Poet-Sage of China
I. Text
The Jiang and Han Rivers 江漢
By the Jiang and Han rivers broods a homeward traveler,
Between heaven and earth is one worthless scholar.
A lone cloud, and the sky (and I) join in being faraway,
A long night, and the moon (and I) share the loneliness.
The setting sun—yet I remain ambitious at heart,
The autumn wind—from illness I will recover.
From antiquity all the old horses that people kept,
Not always were chosen for long distances.

jiāng hàn sī guī kè

江 漢思歸客

qián kūn yì fŭ rú

乾 坤一腐儒

piàn yún tiān gòng yuăn

片雲天 共 遠

yŏng yè yuè tóng gū

永 夜月 同 孤

luò rì xīn yóu zhuàng

落日心猶 壯
qiū fēng bìng yù sū

秋 風   病 欲 蘇
gŭ lái cún lăo mă

古來存老馬
bú bì qŭ cháng tú

不必取 長 途

[Translated by Zong-qi Cai]
The poem read in Mandarin by Zhao Wenxuan

II. Episode Notes
• shisheng 詩聖 (poet-sage)

III. Textual Source
Zong-qi Cai. “Recent-Style Shi Poetry: Pentasyllabic Regulated Verse (Wuyan Lüshi).” In How
to Read Chinese Poetry: A Guided Anthology, ed. Zong-qi Cai. New York: Columbia University
Press, 2008, pp. 161-180, especially 174-175.
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Episode 28 Li Bai: the Poet-Immortal of China
I. Text
Climbing the Yueyang Tower with Xia Shi’er
與夏十二登岳陽樓
From the tower I look afar to where the Yueyang region ends,
The river winds along to where Dongting Lake opens.
The wild geese, taking along the heart’s sorrow, have gone,
The mountains, carrying the fine moon in their beak, come.
In the midst of clouds I reach the honored guest’s bed.
In heaven above I receive the passing wine cup.
After I have gotten drunk a cool wind rises,
Blowing on me, sending my sleeves dancing and fluttering.

lóu guān yuè yáng jìn

樓 觀 岳    陽 盡
chuān jiŏng dòng tíng kāi

川    迥    洞   庭 開

yàn yĭn chóu xīn qù

雁引 愁 心去
shān xián hăo yuè lái

山   銜   好 月 來

yún jiān lián xià tà

雲 間 連 下榻
tiān shàng jiē xíng bēi

天    上 接 行 杯
zuì hòu liáng fēng qĭ

醉 後    涼   風 起
chuī rén wŭ xiù huí

吹 人舞袖回

[Translated by Zong-qi Cai]
The poem read in Mandarin by Zhao Wenxuan

II. Episode Notes
•
•
•
•
•

shixian 詩仙 (poet-immortal)
“Drinking Alone under the Moon” 月下獨酌
youxian shi 遊仙詩 (poems on roaming immortals)
Su Shi 蘇軾 (1037-1101)
Xin Qiji 辛棄疾 (1140-1207)

III. Textual Source
Zong-qi Cai. “Recent-Style Shi Poetry: Pentasyllabic Regulated Verse (Wuyan Lüshi).” In How
to Read Chinese Poetry: A Guided Anthology, ed. Zong-qi Cai. New York: Columbia University
Press, 2008, pp. 161-180, especially 175-177.
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Episode 29 Wang Wei: the Poet-Buddha of China
I. Text
Zhongnan Mountain 終南山
tài yĭ jìn tiān dū

Taiyi Peak approaches heaven’s capital,

太乙近天都

The linked mountains extend to the edge of the sea.
White clouds, when I look back, converge,
The greenish haze, once I walk in to see it, disappears.
The divided regions, when seen from the middle peak,

lián shān dào hăi yú

連 山 到海隅
bái yún huí wàng hé

白雲徊 望 合
qīng ăi rù kàn wú

青 靄入看無
fēn yĕ zhōng fēng biàn

分 野 中   峰   變

change,
Shaded or in the sun, the myriad valleys look different.
I wish to find lodgings for the night in a dwelling of man,
Across the brook calling to a woodcutter.

yīn qíng zhòng hè shū

陰 晴    眾 壑 殊
yù tóu rén chù sù

欲投人處宿
gé shuĭ wèn qiáo fū

隔 水   問   樵 夫

[Translated by Zong-qi Cai]
The poem read in Mandarin by Zhao Wenxuan

II. Episode Notes
•
•
•
•

shifo 詩佛 (poet-Buddha)
hehe 和合 (Sanskrit sāmagari, a composite of causes and conditions)
yinyuan 因緣 (Sanskrit: hetupratyaya, cause and condition)
wu’er 無二 (negation of two sides; neither...nor)

III. Textual Source
Zong-qi Cai. “Recent-Style Shi Poetry: Pentasyllabic Regulated Verse (Wuyan Lüshi).” In How
to Read Chinese Poetry: A Guided Anthology, ed. Zong-qi Cai. New York: Columbia University
Press, 2008, pp. 161-180, especially 177-179.

